Content Management
Moderation

Handling Job Ads’

Digital Content

Content management and
moderation services have
never been more important! 
COVID has forced us to go online for
shopping, work, but also HR processes. Trust
still has to be gained between companies,
job-seekers and job ads platforms.
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As a result, leveraging user-generated
content is fast becoming a powerful and
flexible tool to enhance job-matching
capabilities and attract users to your
platform. User-generated content is at
the heart of your business and needs to be
handled with care.

If job ads are not verified, companies checked,
scams and disappointing profiles will prevent
users to get back to this kind of platform in a
future quest of work.
On the contrary, if the job-matching process
is smooth, companies will trust your platform,
and so will job-seekers.
This paper looks at some of the pain points in
the space, the typical industry reaction, and
why Webhelp can offer a more comprehensive
and game-changing solution. Ensuring that
users are safe from defamatory and offensive
content, and that brands are portrayed in a
positive and engaging way online.

User-generated
content is at the
heart of your
business and needs
to be handled with
care.
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Problems in
the space
Exploring the common
content moderation pain
points in the job advert industry

‘‘Making an online
job application
Facingeven 10% easier to
life’s complete can cause
a 2.3% increase in
challenges
job applications from
mobile users and 1.5%
increase from desktop
users.’’

Glassdoor

Efficiency losses
Fake companies

17.7

Average number of different
resources used during job
search according to US
candidates
Statista

Fake candidates
Loss of time and energy
Worsen user experience

60%

Freeriding ads

LinkedIn Business

Unfair competiton
Lack of visibility
Unappropiate matching

The top channels people use
to look for new jobs are online
job boards (60%), social
professional networks (56%),
and word of mouth (50%)

42%

of companies say one of their
biggest priorities is investing
in tools that help to speed up
hiring.
Finances Online

Security
By making use of Content Management &
Moderation solutions, candidates that will
be offered to companies will be the right
ones, applying to legitimate companies.

By making your platform efficient,
smooth and fast, you will attract
companies and employees,
making you stand out from the
competition.
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Our strong and meaningful engagements
for Content Management & Moderation services
PITFALLS
Being

Being

Being

TECHNOLOGY USERS

PEOPLE DEPENDANT

SOLUTION FOLLOWERS

We deliver

We are

We are

BEST-IN-CLASS SOLUTIONS

PEOPLE FOCUSED

TECHNOLOGY ENABLER

SOLUTIONS

Webhelp is a robust and reliable partner. We support our content
management & moderation clients with:

Webhelp is a Think Human company. We support our content
management & moderation agents with:

Webhelp enables technology. We mix in-house and external technologies
for content management:

•

A global footprint to localize our operation, adapt to local
specificities and offer a best shore strategy

•

A unique Webhealth program to focus on our team’s entire wellbeing,
inside the office and out

•

A technological-centric team to understand and enhance your work
environment

•

An efficient queue and guidelines management to improve
productivity and avoid any leakage

•

A specific end-to-end employee journey from induction program to
continuous training

•

Use of internal AI-fueled tool to automate most repetitive and low
value tasks

•

A tried and tested physical and cyber security to comply with our
clients’ high requirements

•

An ambitious talent management strategy to get the best from each
of our employees

•

An in-house web-browser to boost our client’s content management
& moderation tool

•

A strong implementation framework together with our WOW
operating model
To deliver consistent high-quality services and KPIs over
achievements

•

A real-time people analytics program to identify and resolve any
issues with our most important asset: our people

•

A network of tech partners to remain being best-in-class content
management & moderation player

•

Our ambition:
being first in the
benchmarks

User experience
Quality
Productivity
Process optimization

Our agents' mission:
protect your brand.
Our mission:
protect our agents

Low attrition
High employee NPS
High employee loyalty
Low unplanned leave

We embrace
technology, our
people make the
difference

Resource allocation
Business optimization
Productivity
Accuracy
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Our end-to-end solutions rely on both
technology and human intervention

Protect your

Technology is disrupting Trust & Safety processes.
Technology accelerates activation, enhances customer
experience and decreases fraud… but a trust & safety
process cannot be fully automated.

Community

Best-in-class processes require expert operational
teams focused on value-added analysis and customer
interaction. We bring expertise and team up with you
to design the best experience for your users, and have
a continuous improvement approach to enhance your
existing workflows and processes.

With Webhelp’s high
trust & safety standards

Support job-seekers and employers in their job-matching journey
Employee-to-be
On boarding

Logging in with with LinkedIn account,
phone number or email address

Profile set-up

Editing user info, adding photos and
description
Uploading CV

Prospecting

Browsing through firms and their job
ads

It's a match !

But for some, it took several attempts
before getting a reply...

How did the interview go ?

Post information about the company
and its practices

Webhelp's solutions
Description
check

(firm legitimacy, profile
consistency, background
check)

Users' reports
management

(check of content
reported by users)

Detection
of spams

(based on amount of
queries sent)

Employer

Photos+
CV check

On boarding

(guideline compliance,
Optical Character
Recognition)

Content
Management

(profile info filled,
consistent and
homogenous, job
categorization)

Users' reports
management

(check of content
reported by uders during
chatting time)

After interview UGC management (job interview
reviews, question examples, salary insights)

Logging in with with LinkedIn account,
phone number or email address

Profile set-up

Photos, info, videos, company
presentation and news

Prospecting

Browsing through job-seekers

It's a match !

This job-seeker fits your characteristics
and he is interested in working with you

How did the interview go ?

Was it the candidate you were
expecting? Write about it on
the platform.

Our objective: Offering a safe and seamless journey for your users
while balancing strong security with user and platform needs
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Case Study
Our task
Content Management &
Moderation on a classified
ads platform offering a
job ads platform, ensuring
a smooth and safe online
recruitment process

It also hosts nearly a hundred thousand job
ads from professionals whose profiles are
verified so job-seekers can trust the offers
they are looking at.
The ads themselves need to comply with
both the platforms’ guidelines and the
law (declared work, no sex workers, no
discriminatory offers…). It is also important
that they are located at the right spot on
the platform, which we ensure constantly.
Job-seekers’ backgrounds are checked to
prevent scams fooling companies.
Because our client aims at a 100% quality
rate, we constantly enrich guidelines, check
and manage profiles and job ads, while
improving their technical solution, daily.

Our solution:

Webhelp created a team of content
moderator dedicated to this platform, with a
very high experience in detecting fraud and
effectively categorizing.

Our services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Profile checks
Ad moderation
Legal compliance
Fraud prevention, with note additions
Content Management
Guidelines enrichment
Technical improvement to optimize
productivity

Our teams dedicated to
this platform
Based in Romania, in two
of our specialized Digital
Services locations
40 highly productive
moderators ensuring a 96%
quality rate
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